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We show that ac driven skyrmion lattices in a weak pinning channel confined by regions of strong
pinning exhibit edge transport carried by skipping orbits while skyrmions in the bulk of the channel
undergo localized orbits with no net transport. The magnitude of the edge currents can be controlled
by varying the amplitude and frequency of the ac drive or by changing the ratio of the Magnus force
to the damping term. We identify a localized phase in which the orbits are small and edge transport
is absent, an edge transport regime, and a fluctuating regime that appears when the ac drive is
strong enough to dynamically disorder the skyrmion lattice. We also find that in some cases,
multiple rows of skyrmions participate in the transport due to a drag effect from the skyrmion-
skyrmion interactions. The edge currents are robust for finite disorder and should be a general
feature of skyrmions interacting with confined geometries or inhomogeneous disorder under an ac
drive. We show that similar effects can occur for skyrmion lattices at interfaces or along domain
boundaries for multiple coexisting skyrmion species. The edge current effect provides a new method
to control skyrmion motion, and we discuss the connection of these results with recent studies on
the emergence of edge currents in chiral active matter systems and gyroscopic metamaterials.
I. INTRODUCTION
A paradigmatic example of a system that exhibits edge
states or edge currents in confinement is electrons in a
magnetic field undergoing cyclotron motion. Here, bulk
electrons follow closed circular orbits while charges near
the boundaries enter skipping orbits, and the direction
of the resulting current is determined by the chirality of
the cyclotron motion [1–5]. Edge currents also arise in
cold atom systems [6], chiral active matter spinners [7–
10], coupled gyroscopes [11–14], and colloids placed on
periodic magnetic substrates to create colloidal topologi-
cal insulators [15, 16] in analogy to electronic topological
insulators [17]. In all of these systems, there is some
form of periodic orbit with a particular chirality as well
as some type of boundary or interface. Edge currents can
also arise for magnetic skyrmions, which have dynamics
that are similar in many ways to those of electrons in a
magnetic field. Skyrmions can exhibit complex cyclotron
orbits with a fixed chirality, and in certain sample geome-
tries, the skyrmions interact with some form of boundary
or interface [18, 19].
Skyrmions are particle like textures that were origi-
nally proposed to appear in magnets in 1989 [20]. Mag-
netic skyrmion lattices were experimentally observed in
2009 using neutron scattering [21] and were directly im-
aged with Lorentz microscopy [22]. Since these initial ob-
servations, an increasing variety of materials have been
identified which support skyrmions, including systems in
which skyrmions are stable at room temperature [23–27].
When skyrmions are set into motion by an applied cur-
rent [28–34], they exhibit depinning and sliding phases
similar to those found for vortices in type-II supercon-
ductors and Wigner crystals [35]. Due to their size scale
and the fact that they can be moved easily with a current,
skyrmions are also candidates for possible memory and
computing applications [36–39], and the understanding of
skyrmion dynamics on the individual and collective level
will be integral to the creation of such devices. Although
skyrmions have many similarities to other particle-based
systems that exhibit depinning, they also have several
distinct properties, the most prominent of which is the
domination of skyrmion dynamics by the Magnus force.
Skyrmion motion has many similarities to the dynamics
of electrons in a magnetic field; however, the skyrmions
can also experience significant damping, and the ratio of
the Magnus force to the damping force depends on the
material parameters and can produce different dynamical
effects [18, 19, 27, 28, 40]. The Magnus force generates
a skyrmion velocity component that is perpendicular to
the net external force acting on the skyrmion. One con-
sequence of a finite Magnus term is that the skyrmions
move at an angle with respect to an applied drive that
is known as the skyrmion Hall angle [18, 19, 21]. In the
absence of quenched disorder or pinning, the skyrmion
Hall angle is constant; however, when quenched disor-
der is present, the skyrmion Hall angle becomes drive
or velocity dependent, starting at a value of nearly zero
just above the depinning threshold and approaching the
disorder-free limit at higher drives [41–48]. The Magnus
force also causes the skyrmions to exhibit cyclotron or
spiraling motion when they are in a confining potential
or interacting with a pinning site [41, 49–56]. Skyrmions
can perform circular orbits under biharmonic drives [57],
oscillating fields [58, 59], and in certain types of driven
bilayer systems [60]. In numerical studies of skyrmions
with one-dimensional (1D) periodic and asymmetric sub-
strate arrays, skyrmions under ac, dc, and combined ac
and dc drives exhibited complex periodic closed and run-
ning orbits [61–63].
Since skyrmions can undergo chiral motion when inter-
acting with disorder or subjected to a drive, it is natural
to look for edge currents in the presence of a confining
geometry when the skyrmions are driven or perturbed in
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2some way. In this paper, we examine skyrmion lattices
in a system containing a pin-free channel surrounded by
strong pinning, with an initially uniform distribution of
skyrmions in the entire sample. Under an ac drive, the
skyrmions in the pin-free channel undergo periodic mo-
tion. If there were no confinement, the periodic orbits
would take the form of 1D paths oriented at an angle to
the applied drive; however, when confinement is present,
the skyrmions near the edges of the pin-free channel fol-
low circular or elliptical orbits with a chirality that is de-
termined by the sign of the Magnus force. These orbits
interact with the edge potential created by the pinned
skyrmions and become skipping orbits that generate edge
currents moving to the right or left, depending on the
side of the pin-free channel at which they appear. The
skyrmions in the bulk of the pin-free channel remain lo-
calized. We find slip phenomena for the skyrmions par-
ticipating in the edge transport, and the effectiveness of
the edge currents depends on the ratio of the Magnus
force to the damping force as well as on the amplitude
and frequency of the ac drive and on the skyrmion den-
sity.
We identify three regimes of behavior. For ac drives
with high frequency or low amplitude, we observe a lo-
calized phase in which no edge transport occurs but the
orbits at the edges of the pin-free channel are much more
circular than the orbits in the bulk of the pin-free chan-
nel. We also find a regime of edge transport in which the
skyrmions in the pin-free channel form a lattice, as well
as a liquid regime in which the ac drive is large enough
to melt the skyrmion lattice dynamically. Within the liq-
uid regime, near the transition to the lattice regime, edge
transport can still appear in which skyrmions at the edge
of the pin-free channel can be transported over some dis-
tance before exchanging with skyrmions in the bulk of
the pin-free channel; however, deeper within the liquid
regime, the edge transport is lost. In the limit of zero
Magnus force, there is no edge transport and the orbits
are 1D throughout the sample. The edge transport we
observe is a collective effect, and it does not appear in
the low density limit.
We also find that the width and type of orbit along
the edge of the pin-free channel depend on the direction
of the applied ac drive. When the drive is parallel to
the channel, pronounced edge transport appears, while
a drive that is perpendicular to the channel generally
produces less edge transport since the orbits become 1D
and are oriented parallel to the edge of the channel. In
regimes where strong edge transport occurs, the moving
skyrmions along the edge can drag the adjacent rows of
skyrmions, causing these rows to exhibit a drift of re-
duced magnitude. These effects are robust for varying
amounts of disorder, and in some cases, a disorder-free
system that shows no edge transport can develop edge
currents when disorder is introduced. In the low density
regime the edge transport is generally weak or absent,
but we find that commensurate-incommensurate effects
between 1D rows of skyrmions can create currents flow-
ing in the bulk of the pin-free channel instead of along its
edges. Such effects occur when the edge row and an ad-
jacent row contain different numbers of skyrmions, pro-
ducing a skyrmion gear motion. Finally, we show that
edge currents should be a general feature that appears
at any type of skyrmion interface, such as along the do-
main wall separating two different species of skyrmions.
These effects should arise for confining geometries under
ac drives in samples with inhomogeneous pinning, edge
roughness, grain boundaries, or twin boundaries. Our
results provide a new method for transporting skyrmions
that avoids the skyrmion Hall effect found for dc driven
skyrmions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
discuss the system and the simulation method. In sec-
tion III, we describe the conditions under which edge
currents arise and demonstrate the different dynamical
regimes. Section IV shows the effect of applying the ac
driving along different directions, while in Section V we
examine the role of disorder. In Section VI we vary the
skyrmion density and explore skyrmion pumping pro-
duced by commensurate-incommensurate effects, while
in section VII we discuss our results, describe geometries
in which the edge currents could arise, and show that
edge currents can occur even for pin-free systems at an
interface between different skyrmion species. In Section
VIII we summarize our results.
II. SIMULATION
We consider a two-dimensional (2D) system of size
L × L with periodic boundary conditions in the x and
y-directions. Half of the sample contains a square array
of pinning sites, and the other half of the sample con-
sists of a pin-free channel aligned with the x direction.
The system contains Nsk skyrmions and Np pinning sites.
The skyrmion density is nsk = Nsk/L
2 and the matching
density at which the number of skyrmions would equal
the number of pins in a sample with uniform pinning is
nφ = 2Np/L
2. The initial positions of the skyrmions
are obtained using simulated annealing. The skyrmion-
skyrmion interactions are repulsive, and in the absence of
pinning, the skyrmions form a uniform triangular lattice.
After annealing, we apply an ac drive parallel or perpen-
dicular to the pin-free channel. In Fig. 1(a) we illustrate
the skyrmion locations and trajectories in a pin-free sys-
tem under an ac drive applied along the x-direction. Here
the skyrmions form a triangular lattice and execute 1D
orbits oriented at an angle with respect to the drive direc-
tion given by the skyrmion Hall angle θintsk . In Fig. 1(b),
half of the sample contains a square pinning lattice and a
pin-free channel is oriented along the x direction. Here,
when an ac drive is applied, the skyrmions in the pinning
sites remain immobile and produce a confining potential
for the skyrmions in the pin-free channel. Within the
pin-free channel, the skyrmions form a triangular lattice
but no longer undergo the strictly 1D motion of Fig. 1(a).
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FIG. 1. (a) Skyrmion positions (dots) and trajectories (lines)
for a system without any pinning at a skyrmion density of
nsk = 0.2 and a matching density of nφ = 0.2 for αm/αd =
10.0 under an x-direction ac drive with amplitude A = 0.075
and frequency ω = 3.75 × 10−5. The skyrmions form a tri-
angular lattice and move at an angle of θ = 84◦ with respect
to the driving direction. (b) The same for a sample in which
half of the system is filled with a square array of pinning sites
(open circles). The skyrmions in the pin-free channel form a
triangular lattice and execute closed counterclockwise orbits,
while the skyrmions in the pinned region remain immobile.
Edge transport occurs along the boundaries of the pin-free
channel, as indicated by the arrows.
Instead, the skyrmions follow circular or elliptical orbits,
with a continuously translating or edge current appear-
ing along the edges of the channel, as highlighted by the
arrows. The skyrmions in the bulk of the pin-free chan-
nel perform localized orbits. In this case, the skyrmion
orbits are counterclockwise, so the skyrmions on the bot-
tom edge of the pin-free channel are moving in the −x
direction while those on the top edge of the channel are
translating in the +x direction.
We model the skyrmions using a particle based ap-
proach for skyrmions interacting with pinning as em-
ployed previously [40, 41, 61–64]. The motion of
skyrmion i is governed by the following equation of mo-
tion:
αdvi + αmzˆ × vi = Fssi + Fspi + Faci . (1)
The first term on the right is the repulsive skyrmion-
skyrmion interaction force Fi =
∑N
j 6=iK1(rij)rˆij , where
rij = |ri − rj | is the distance between skyrmions i and j
andK1(r) is the modified Bessel function which decreases
exponentially at large r. The pinning force is given by
Fspi and the pinning sites are modeled as parabolic traps
of maximum strength Fp and radius rp. In this work
we set Fp sufficiently large that skyrmions within the
pinning sites remain immobile for all the parameters we
consider. Additionally, rp is small enough that each pin-
ning site captures at most one skyrmion. We focus on
the regime in which there are twice as many skyrmions
as pinning sites, so that the pin-free and pinned regions
contain equal numbers of skyrmions.
An ac driving force Fac is applied in either the x or
y direction, Fac = A sin(ωt)(xˆ, yˆ). The term αd is the
damping constant which aligns the velocities in the di-
rection of the net force while αm is the coefficient of the
Magnus term which aligns the velocity perpendicular to
the net force. The dynamics can be characterized by the
ratio αm/αd, and in the absence of pinning the skyrmions
move at an angle with respect to a dc drive known the in-
trinsic skyrmion Hall angle θintsk = arctan(αm/αd). When
αm = 0, the system is in the overdamped limit. The
initial positions of the skyrmions are obtained by start-
ing from a high temperature liquid state and cooling to
T = 0.0 in order to obtain an overall skyrmion density
that is roughly constant in both the pinned and unpinned
regions.
III. EDGE TRANSPORT AND DYNAMICAL
REGIMES
We first illustrate that skyrmions translate along the
edges of the pin-free region. In Fig. 2 we plot the x po-
sition versus ac cycle number n for individual skyrmions
on the bottom edge, top edge, and center of the pin-
free channel in a system with αm/αd = 15, nsk = 0.4,
nφ = 0.4, A = 0.075, and ω = 3.75 × 10−5. All three
skyrmions start at an x position near x = 29. In Fig. 3(a)
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FIG. 2. x position vs ac cycle number n for individual
skyrmions at the bottom edge of the pin-free channel (blue),
the top edge of the pin-free channel (red), and in the center
of the pin-free channel (green) in a sample with x direction
driving, αm/αd = 10, A = 0.075, ω = 3.75 × 10−5, skyrmion
density nsk = 0.4, and matching density nφ = 0.4. The
skyrmion on the top edge moves in the positive x direction,
the skyrmion on the bottom edge moves in the negative x
direction, and the skyrmion in the center remains localized.
The trajectories of these three skyrmions are illustrated in
Fig. 3(b). The jumps between x = 0 and x = 36 occur when
the skyrmion crosses the periodic boundary.
we illustrate the skyrmion positions, pinning site loca-
tions, and trajectories for all skyrmions from the system
in Fig. 2, while in Fig. 3(b) we trace the trajectories of
only the three skyrmions shown in Fig. 2. The skyrmion
on the bottom edge of the pin-free channel moves in the
−x direction, undergoing a displacement of δx = −45
during the course of 70 ac cycles, as shown in Fig. 2. The
skyrmion on the top edge of the pin-free channel moves a
distance of δx = 30 in the positive x direction during the
same time period, and the skyrmion at the center of the
channel has no net displacement. The skyrmions that are
undergoing a net translation do not exhibit completely
periodic motion but occasionally become localized for a
period of time when phase slips occur, producing the dis-
order in the orbits found in Fig. 3(b). Since the lattice
constant of the pinning sites is a = 1.56, if the skyrmion
lattice was perfectly ordered and the skyrmion orbit per-
fectly matched the pinning lattice size scale to produce
an ideal locking between the cyclic orbit and the periodic
drive, a total displacement of |δxideal| = 110 would occur
during the course of n = 70 cycles. The size of the ellip-
tical orbit on the edges of the pin-free channel depends
on the frequency and amplitude of the ac drive as well as
on the value of αm/αd, so the efficiency |δx|/|δxideal| of
the transport current depends on these parameters.
In Fig. 4 we plot the skyrmion trajectories for the sys-
tem from Fig. 3 at different values of the ac drive am-
plitude A and frequency ω. Figure 4(a,b) shows systems
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FIG. 3. Skyrmion positions (dots), all skyrmion trajectories
(lines), and pinning site locations (open circles) for the sys-
tem in Fig. 2 with x direction ac driving illustrating the edge
transport. Here αm/αd = 10, A = 0.075, ω = 3.75 × 10−5,
and nsk = nφ = 0.4. (b) Image of the same system with
the trajectories of only the three skyrmions shown in Fig. 2
plotted. Red: skyrmion at the top of pin-free channel; green:
skyrmion in the center of pin-free channel; blue: skyrmion at
the bottom of the pin-free channel.
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FIG. 4. Skyrmion positions (dots), trajectories (lines), and
pinning site locations (open circles) for the system in Fig. 2
at different x direction ac drive frequencies and amplitudes,
where αm/αd = 10 and nsk = nφ = 0.4. (a) For ω = 6×10−5
and A = 0.075, the orbits are smaller but edge transport
persists. (b) At ω = 1 × 10−4 and A = 0.075, the orbits
are small enough that no edge transport occurs. (c) At ω =
3.75 × 10−5 and A = 0.025, there is also no edge transport
due to the small size of the orbits. (d) At ω = 3.75×10−5 and
A = 0.15, the system is in a disordered or fluctuating state.
with A = 0.075 at higher frequencies of ω = 6 × 10−5
and ω = 1 × 10−4, respectively. Edge currents are still
present when ω = 6×10−5 in Fig. 4(a), but in Fig. 4(b) at
ω = 1× 10−4, the edge transport is lost, with skyrmions
at the edge of the pin-free channel executing circular or-
bits and skyrmions in the bulk of the pin-free channel
following 1D trajectories. In general, as the ac drive fre-
quency increases, the size of the skyrmion orbits shrinks,
but edge transport only occurs when the orbits are large
enough that they either overlap with each other or are
wider than the period of the confining potential. Fig-
ure 4(c) shows a sample with ω = 3.75×10−5 at a smaller
A = 0.025, where the orbits are small enough that the
edge currents are lost. In Fig. 4(d) at ω = 3.75×10−5 and
A = 0.15, the orbits are large enough that the skyrmions
in the pin-free channel become strongly disordered and
form a dynamical liquid or fluctuating state. In this fluc-
tuating regime, it is still possible for edge transport to oc-
cur when skyrmions near the edges of the channel trans-
late for some distance before exchanging with a skyrmion
in the bulk of the pin-free channel. Thus, we observe
both a crystal with edge transport and a liquid with edge
transport. For larger values of A, the skyrmions become
more disordered and the edge transport is strongly re-
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FIG. 5. The average drift distance 〈d〉 for the edge skyrmions
during 20 ac drive cycles for the system in Fig. 4(a) with x
direction driving and nsk = nφ = 0.4. (a) 〈d〉 vs A for a
sample with αm/αd = 15 at ω = 3.75 × 10−5. (b) 〈d〉 vs ω
for the system in (a) at A = 0.075. (c) 〈d〉 vs A for a sample
with αm/αd = 5.0 at ω = 3.75 × 10−5. (d) 〈d〉 vs ω for the
system in (c) at A = 0.075.
duced or absent, and when A is sufficiently large, the
skyrmions at the pinning sites begin to depin and the dis-
tinction between skyrmions in the pin-free channel and
those in the pinned region is destroyed.
In Fig. 5 we plot the average drift distance 〈d〉 =
N−1edge
∑Nedge
i=1 |δxi| for the Nedge skyrmions on the edges
of the pin-free channel during a time period of n = 20
ac drive cycles. Figure 5(a,b) shows 〈d〉 versus A and
ω, respectively, for the system in Fig. 4 at αm/αd = 15.
In both cases there is an optimum drive parameter that
maximizes the edge transport, while for low A or high
ω, the edge skyrmions are localized. In Fig. 5(a), when
A > 0.115 the skyrmion lattice starts to become disor-
dered and forms a liquid state. Figure 5(b) indicates that
the edge transport is more efficient at lower frequencies
since fewer phase slips occur; however, the orbits also
become increasingly one-dimensional as ω decreases, so
at small values of ω the edge transport is reduced. In
Fig. 5(c,d) we plot 〈d〉 versus A and ω for a system with
αm/αd = 5.0, where similar behavior appears.
In Fig. 6 we illustrate the skyrmion trajectories for
varied αm/αd. In the overdamped limit of αm/αd =
0.0, shown in Fig. 6(a) for A = 0.075 and ω = 3.75 ×
10−5, there are no edge currents and the skyrmions in
the pin-free channel move in strictly 1D paths aligned
with the x-direction. Here the orbits are large enough
that they overlap. In Fig. 6(b), the orbits for a system
with αm/αd = 0.5, A = 0.025, and ω = 1.5 × 10−4 are
elliptical but there are still no edge currents. The sample
with αm/αd = 5.0, A = 0.075, and ω = 3.75 × 10−5
illustrated in Fig. 6(c) has strong edge transport as well
as transport of skyrmions that are up to three rows from
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FIG. 6. Skyrmion positions (dots), trajectories (lines), and
pinning site locations (open circles) for varied ratios of the
Magnus force to the damping term in samples with x direction
driving and nsk = nφ = 0.4. (a) At A = 0.075 and ω =
3.75 × 10−5 for αm/αd = 0.0 in the overdamped limit, there
is no edge transport and the skyrmions move in strictly 1D
orbits. (b) At A = 0.025 and ω = 1.5×10−4 for αm/αd = 0.5,
there is no edge transport and the skyrmions move in elliptical
paths. (c) At A = 0.075 and ω = 3.75× 10−5 for αm/αd = 5,
there are multiple rows participating in the edge transport.
(d) At A = 0.075 and ω = 3.75 × 10−5 for αm/αd = 20,
the edge transport involves only the edgemost rows and the
skyrmion orbits are smaller.
the edge of the pin-free channel. This occurs when the
edge transport is sufficiently strong that it exerts a drag
effect on the adjacent rows, which pick up a net motion at
a reduced velocity. In Fig. 7 we illustrate the x-position
of individual skyrmions in the top, second from top, and
third from top rows in the pin-free channel for the system
in Fig. 6(c). Each of these rows has a net transport in the
positive x direction, but the magnitude of the transport
decreases as the rows become further from the edge of
the channel. The forth row from the top of the channel
has no net drift. Similarly, at the bottom of the pin-
free channel (not shown) the three rows closest to the
channel edge are moving in the −x direction. We have
also found regimes in which only two rows are moving as
well as regimes in which only the edgemost row is moving.
Figure 6(d) shows the skyrmion trajectories for a sample
with αm/αd = 25, ω = 3.75 × 10−5, and A = 0.075.
The orbits are smaller than those that appear for the
same ac drive parameters at αm/αd = 15 or 10 since the
skyrmion orbits become more curved when the Magnus
force is larger. When the skyrmion orbits are smaller,
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FIG. 7. x position vs ac cycle number n for individual
skyrmions in the first (blue), second (red), and third (green)
rows from the top of the pin-free channel for the sample
in Fig. 6(c) with x direction driving at nsk = nφ = 0.4,
αm/αd = 5.0, ω = 3.75 × 10−5, and A = 0.075. Multiple
rows are moving but the transport is reduced for rows that
are further from the edge of the pin-free channel.
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FIG. 8. 〈d〉 vs αm/αd for an x direction ac drive with ω =
3.75 × 10−5 and A = 0.075, showing that 〈d〉 goes to zero in
the overdamped limit of αm/αd = 0.0. Here nsk = nφ = 0.4.
the edge currents are reduced in magnitude.
In Fig. 8 we plot 〈d〉 versus αm/αd for an ac drive
with ω = 3.75× 10−5 and A = 0.075. Edge currents are
absent when αm/αd is small. For 2.5 < αm/αd < 17.5,
multiple rows participate in the edge transport, while
for αm/αd ≥ 17.5, only the outer row of the pin-free
channel has a net transport. The overall shape of 〈d〉
versus αm/αd depends strongly on the values of ω and
A, and if these quantities are too small, 〈d〉 = 0.0.
By varying A, ω, and αm/αd, we identify three regimes
of behavior: a localized lattice phase with no edge trans-
port, an edge transport phase in which the skyrmions
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FIG. 9. Dynamic phase diagram as a function of A vs αm/αd
for fixed ω = 3.75 × 10−5 and x direction driving in samples
with nsk = nφ = 0.4. Squares (yellow): localized state; tri-
angles (green): crystal state with edge currents; circles (red):
disordered fluctuating state.
remain in a lattice structure, and a disordered or fluc-
tuating state. In Fig. 9 we construct a dynamic phase
diagram as a function of A versus αm/αd for a system
with fixed ω = 3.75 × 10−5, highlighting the localized
phase, lattice edge transport phase, and fluctuating liq-
uid phase. As αm/αd approaches zero, the localized
phase grows in extent. In the overdamped limit, the
skyrmions form a triangular lattice that moves elastically
back and forth in the x-direction with no net transport,
as illustrated in Fig. 6(a). Figure 9 indicates that there
is a tendency for the localized region to grow at large val-
ues of αm/αd due to the shrinking of the skyrmion orbit
size with increasing Magnus force. Within the fluctuating
regime, there is still some transport of skyrmions along
the edges at smaller values of A; however, for larger A
the system becomes more liquid like and the edge trans-
port vanishes. We can construct a similar phase diagram
for fixed A and varied ω (not shown), where we find that
at high drive frequencies, the system enters the localized
regime.
IV. AC DRIVING IN THE PERPENDICULAR
DIRECTION
Up until now we have considered a driving force applied
along the x-direction, parallel to the pin-free channel.
In this orientation, the Magnus force generated by the
drive produces a skyrmion velocity component aligned
mostly along the y-direction. If the ac drive is instead ap-
plied along the y-direction, perpendicular to the pin-free
channel, the Magnus-induced velocity is mostly aligned
with the x-direction, and as a result, for large αm/αd,
the skyrmion trajectories become nearly 1D along the
x-direction and the edge currents are absent.
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FIG. 10. Skyrmion positions (dots), trajectories (lines), and
pinning site locations (open circles) for systems with nsk =
nφ = 0.4 in which the ac drive is applied in the y-direction.
(a) A sample with no pinning at A = 0.075, ω = 3.75× 10−5
and αm/αd = 10. The trajectories are 1D in nature and are
aligned mostly along the x-direction. (b) The same sample
with pinning at αm/αd = 0.0 for A = 0.075 and ω = 3.75 ×
10−5, where there are no edge currents. (c) At αm/αd = 10.0
for A = 0.075 and ω = 3.75×10−5, edge currents appear. (d)
A sample with αm/αd = 2.0, A = 0.075, and ω = 5 × 10−6
in the fluctuating state where the trajectory of only a single
skyrmion is plotted. This skyrmion undergoes edge transport
before becoming trapped in the bulk of the pin-free channel.
In Fig. 10(a) we illustrate the skyrmion trajectories in
the absence of pinning for a system with an ac drive ap-
plied along the y-direction at A = 0.075, ω = 3.75×10−5,
and αm/αd = 10. Here the skyrmions follow 1D paths
that are aligned mostly in the x-direction. Figure 10(b)
shows the same system with pinning present in the over-
damped limit of αm/αd = 0.0. The skyrmions in the
pin-free channel move in 1D paths aligned in the y-
direction and there is no edge transport. In Fig. 10(c)
at αm/αd = 10, the skyrmions move in mostly 1D paths
aligned with the x-direction, and edge transport is ab-
sent. In general, for driving in the y-direction we only
observe edge transport for low values of αm/αd and low
ac drive frequencies ω. The edge transport is the most
efficient when the system is near the transition to the fluc-
tuating state. In Fig. 10(d) at A = 0.075, αm/αd = 2.0,
and ω = 5×10−6, just past the transition to the fluctuat-
ing state, we highlight the trajectory of a single skyrmion
that undergoes edge transport when it is near the edge of
the pin-free channel. The skyrmion eventually wanders
off into the bulk and becomes trapped.
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FIG. 11. (a) 〈d〉 vs ω at αm/αd = 2 and (b) 〈d〉 vs αm/αd
at ω = 5× 10−6 for the system in Fig. 10(d) with y direction
driving, nsk = nφ = 0.4, and A = 0.075.
In Fig. 11(a,b) we plot 〈d〉 versus ω and 〈d〉 versus
αm/αd, respectively, for the system in Fig. 10(d). The
frequency and amplitude dependence of the edge currents
is similar to that found for driving in the x-direction.
Here there are no edge currents for αm/αd > 3.5 since
the orbits become too one-dimensional.
V. EFFECTS OF DISORDER
We next consider the addition of disorder, achieved by
applying random offsets to the pinning site locations in
both the x and y directions. The offsets are uniformly dis-
tributed and have a maximum size of δr, which is always
less than 0.5a, where a is the pinning lattice constant.
Depending on the parameters, we find that the disorder
can enhance or decrease the edge transport. In Fig. 12(a)
we illustrate the skyrmion positions and trajectories for
a system with δr = 0.5, A = 0.075, ω = 1.025 × 10−4,
and αm/αd = 15. At this value of ω, the ordered sys-
tem has no edge transport, as shown in Fig. 5(b). In
the presence of sufficiently large disorder, however, edge
transport occurs in the two edgemost rows. Figure 12(b)
shows the same sample at a higher ac drive frequency of
ω = 1.5 × 10−4, where the orbits are small enough that
the edge currents are lost even in the presence of disorder.
In other cases, the addition of disorder reduces the edge
currents and produces intermittent or chaotic motion in
which the edge current drops to zero for a period time
before becoming finite again. In Fig. 13 we show an ex-
ample of this behavior in a sample with ω = 3.75×10−5,
A = 0.075, δr = 0.5, and αm/αd = 10, which exhibits
pronounced edge transport when δr = 0.0. The plot of
the x position of a single skyrmion versus ac cycle num-
ber n shows that there are several time intervals dur-
ing which the skyrmion becomes localized. The edge
skyrmions trace the same path during each ac cycle in
the localized interval, but this path is chaotic, allowing
the skyrmions eventually to jump back into a translating
orbit.
In Fig. 14(a) we plot 〈d〉 versus δr for the system in
x(a)
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FIG. 12. Skyrmion positions (dots), trajectories (lines), and
pinning site locations (open circles) for samples in which dis-
order has been added in the form of random offsets δr of the
pinning site locations. Here, the driving is in the x direction
and nsk = nφ = 0.4. (a) At ω = 1.025 × 10−4, A = 0.075,
αm/αd = 15, and δr = 0.5, there is disorder-induced edge
transport. (b) In the same system at ω = 1.5× 10−4, there is
no edge transport.
Fig. 12(a), where we find an increase in the edge current
for intermediate values of δr. For larger disorder, how-
ever, the transport is reduced due to the pinning of the
edge current by the disorder. In Fig. 14(b), we show 〈d〉
versus δr for the system in Fig. 13 where the addition
of disorder decreases the edge transport. We find similar
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FIG. 13. x position vs ac cycle number n for a single
skyrmion in a system with x direction driving, nsk = nφ =
0.4, ω = 3.75× 10−5, A = 0.075, δr = 0.5, and αm/αd = 10.
The disorder causes the skyrmion to become localized for ex-
tended periods of time.
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FIG. 14. 〈d〉 vs δr for the system in Fig. 12(a) with x
direction driving showing that addition of disorder can induce
an edge current. Here nsk = nφ = 0.4, ω = 1.025 × 10−4,
A = 0.075, and αm/αd = 15. (b) 〈d〉 vs δr for the system
in Fig. 13 at nsk = nφ = 0.4, ω = 3.75 × 10−5, A = 0.075,
and αm/αd = 10. where addition of disorder reduces the edge
current.
effects for driving in the y-direction.
VI. DENSITY AND SKYRMION PUMPING
EFFECTS
To determine the effects of changing the skyrmion
density, we study both the case in which the pinning
density is held fixed and the skyrmion density is var-
ied, as well as the case in which the ratio of the num-
ber of pins to the number of skyrmions is held fixed at
Np/Nsk = 1/2 but the matching density nφ of the system
is changed. In Fig. 15(a) we plot the skyrmion trajecto-
ries at αm/αd = 10, A = 0.075, and ω = 3.75×10−5 at a
skyrmion density of nsk = 0.1 and a fixed matching den-
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FIG. 15. Skyrmion positions (dots), trajectories (lines), and
pinning site locations (open circles) for a system with x direc-
tion driving at A = 0.075, ω = 3.75× 10−5, and αm/αd = 10
for fixed matching density nφ = 0.4 and varied skyrmion den-
sity. (a) At nsk = 0.1, there is no edge current. (b) At
nsk = 0.5, there is strong edge transport. (c) At nsk = 1.0,
there is considerable disorder in the trajectories and the edge
transport is reduced. (d) A system with a matching density
of nφ = 1.0 and skyrmion density nsk = 1.0 for A = 0.25,
ω = 3.75× 10−5, and αm/αd = 10, showing edge transport.
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FIG. 16. (a) 〈d〉 vs nsk for a system with a fixed matching
density of nφ = 0.4 under x direction driving at ω = 3.75 ×
10−5, A = 0.075, and αm/αd = 10. The edge currents are lost
at low skyrmion density and diminish with increasing nsk at
high skyrmion density. (b) 〈d〉 vs the matching density nφ
in samples with nsk = nφ, ω = 3.75 × 10−5, A = 0.075, and
αm/αd = 10, showing that the edge transport is robust over
a wide range of system densities.
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FIG. 17. x positions vs ac cycle number n for an individual
skyrmion on the lower edge of the pin-free channel in the
system from Fig. 15(a,b,c) with x direction driving at A =
0.075, ω = 3.75 × 10−5, αm/αd = 10, and nφ = 0.4. When
nsk = 0.1 (blue), the skyrmion is localized. For nsk = 0.5
(red) there is strong edge transport, while at nsk = 1.0 (green)
the edge transport is reduced.
sity of nφ = 0.4. The skyrmion density is low enough that
no edge transport occurs. Figure 15(b) shows the same
system at nsk = 0.5 where there is strong edge transport,
and Fig. 15(c) illustrates the trajectories at nsk = 1.0,
where the edge transport is reduced and there is an
increase in the motion of interstitial skyrmions within
the pinned region. In Fig. 15(d), the matching density
is increased to nφ = 1.0 and the skyrmion density is
nsk = 1.0. Here, at A = 0.025 and ω = 3.75×10−5, edge
currents are present. In Fig. 16(a) we plot 〈d〉 versus nsk
for the system in Fig. 15 with a fixed matching density
of nφ = 0.4. For nsk < 0.15, there is no edge current,
while for 0.4 < nsk < 0.8, pronounced edge transport
appears which falls off when nsk > 0.8. The decrease in
the edge transport with increasing nsk at higher densi-
ties occurs because the number of interstitial skyrmions
in the pinned region is increasing, contributing a fluc-
tuating component of increasing magnitude to the edge
potential. In addition, at higher skyrmion densities, the
skyrmion orbits become compressed due to the decrease
in the skyrmion lattice constant. This effect is similar
to what we find for reduced ac amplitude or higher ac
drive frequencies, both of which suppress the edge trans-
port. The peak value in 〈d〉 is produced by a resonance
effect in which the width of the skyrmion orbits along
the channel edge locks to the periodicity of the confining
potential created by the pinned skyrmions.
In Fig. 17 we plot the x position of a single skyrmion on
the lower edge of the pin-free region in the system from
Fig. 15(a,b,c) with nφ = 0.4 at three different skyrmion
densities. At nsk = 0.1, the skyrmion undergoes a brief
transient motion before becoming localized. When nsk =
0.5, the skyrmion translates rapidly, moving nearly one
x
y
FIG. 18. Skyrmion positions (dots), trajectories (lines), and
pinning site locations (open circles) for a system with x direc-
tion driving and a matching density of nφ = 0.1 at nsk = 0.1,
A = 0.075, ω = 3.75 × 10−5, and αm/αd = 10. A differ-
ent type of current, termed a skyrmion pump effect, occurs
in the second row from the top of the pin-free channel. The
skyrmion pump effect appears due to an incommensuration
between this second row and the row at the upper edge of
the pin-free channel. The skyrmions are propagating in the
negative x-direction, opposite to the edge current motion that
appears for higher nφ.
pinning lattice constant per ac cycle, giving a transport
that is close to optimal. At nsk = 1.0, the edge current
is strongly reduced.
In Fig. 16(b) we plot 〈d〉 versus the matching density
nφ in samples with nsk = nφ for the same parameters
as in Fig. 16(a). Here, a finite edge current appears only
when nφ > 0.3, and the edge transport remains robust as
nφ is further increased. This result indicates that edge
currents should be a general effect which can be observed
whenever collective interactions between the skyrmions
are important.
Although we do not find any edge transport when
nφ < 0.3, we observe a different type of translating or-
bit that we call a skyrmion pump effect. In Fig. 18, we
illustrate the pump effect in a sample with nφ = 0.1,
nsk = 0.1, A = 0.075, ω = 3.75 × 10−5, and αm/αd =
10.0. The skyrmion trajectories, obtained over a time
period of n = 250 cycles, indicate that the skyrmions
in the second row from the top of the pin-free channel
are undergoing transport, while the top row remains lo-
calized. The pump effect flow is much slower than the
edge transport motion found at higher nφ and it is also
oriented in the opposite direction, with skyrmions mov-
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FIG. 19. x position vs ac cycle number n for a skyrmion in
the second row from the top of the pin-free channel (blue) and
a skyrmion in the top row (green) for the system in Fig. 18
with x direction driving at nsk = nφ = 0.1, A = 0.075, ω =
3.75 × 10−5, and αm/αd = 10. The pumped skyrmion is
moving in the −x direction, which is opposite to the direction
of motion found for edge transport of the top row at higher
nφ.
ing in the negative x direction instead of in the positive
x direction. In Fig. 19 we plot the x position versus
ac drive cycle number n for a skyrmion in the second
row from the top of the pin-free channel in the system
from Fig. 18. The skyrmion is moving in the negative
x-direction and exhibits x position oscillations which are
much smaller than those found for edge transport. For
comparison, we also plot the x position of a skyrmion in
the top row of the pin-free channel, which becomes lo-
calized after an initial transient motion. The skyrmion
pump effect arises when the number of skyrmions in the
top row of the pin-free channel is incommensurate with
the number of skyrmions in the adjacent row. Here,
the top row contains 11 skyrmions while the second row
from the top contains 12 skyrmions. In contrast, both of
the bottom two rows in the pin-free channel contain 11
skyrmions. The incommensuration causes the skyrmions
in the top row to act as an effective gear that gradu-
ally translates the skyrmions in the second row from the
top. If the number of skyrmions in the adjacent row is
smaller rather than larger than the number of skyrmions
in the top row (10 skyrmions instead of 12), the pump
flow direction is reversed. We observe the pump effect
when 0.05 < nφ < 0.2 in samples with nsk = nφ, and it
is always associated with an incommensuration between
the edge row and an adjacent row. For small densities
nφ ≤ 0.05, the skyrmions are so far apart that their in-
teractions become unimportant and the pump effect dis-
appears. We note that a similar pump effect could also
occur at higher densities nφ ≥ 0.2 where edge transport
appears; however, since the pump effect is very weak, it
is difficult to detect in the presence of the much stronger
edge transport.
VII. DISCUSSION
Edge states have previously been proposed to occur
in skyrmion systems, such as for frustrated magnets [65]
where a dc current can induce motion on the edges of
the sample; however, this effect is very different from the
edge transport we propose here and it occurs due to a dif-
ferent mechanism. Chiral magnonic edge states for anti-
ferromagnetic skyrmion crystals have also been proposed
[66], but these differ from the edge current and skyrmion
transport that we consider here. We note that our results
do show similarities with recent studies of edge transport
in chiral active matter or active spinning systems, where
directed transport can occur near the edge of the sam-
ple or between regions of spinners of opposite chirality
[7]. There are still several differences in that the chiral
active spinning particles always undergo circular motion,
whereas in the absence of confinement, skyrmions sub-
jected to an ac drive move along 1D paths, with circular
orbits appearing only due to the presence of a confin-
ing potential or similar quenched disorder. The pinning
potential we consider is produced by pinned skyrmions;
however, it is possible to create other types of confining
potentials, such as by using nanoscale pinning sites that
repel skyrmions, by modifying the materials properties
along the edges or in stripe patterns [67, 68], or by using
nanowires with rough edges [69].
Beyond nanostructured geometries, our work sug-
gests that skyrmion edge transport could also be ob-
served at the interface between lattices of two differ-
ent skyrmion species, between skyrmions with differ-
ent chiralities [70], or along grain boundaries or regions
of coexisting skyrmion and helical states [71–74]. In
Fig. 20(a) we illustrate an example of an edge state that
appears in a pin-free system at the interface between
different skyrmion species. We consider a system with
αm/αd = 10, ω = 1.25× 10−4, A = 0.075, and nsk = 0.2
where half of the skyrmions have a Magnus term that
is opposite in sign to the other half of the skyrmions.
The skyrmions of opposite sign are placed in a band
aligned with the x direction. Under an ac drive applied in
the x-direction, elliptical orbits appear along the domain
boundaries separating the two species, while in the bulk
of each domain, the skyrmions follow 1D trajectories. In
Fig. 20(b) we show the same system at nsk = 0.4, where
clear edge currents emerge at the boundaries between the
species.
Other methods of introducing confining boundaries
in the sample include using inhomogeneous pinning
strength so that skyrmions in one region of the sample are
more strongly (or less strongly) pinned than skyrmions
in adjacent regions. It would be interesting to examine
the effects of confinement on different types of skyrmions,
such as antiferromagnetic skyrmions [75–77]. If the Mag-
nus force is absent, the skyrmion dynamics would be con-
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FIG. 20. Skyrmion positions (dots) and trajectories (lines) in
a system with x direction driving and no pinning containing
two different skyrmion species (red and green) that have Mag-
nus terms of the opposite sign. (a) At nsk = 0.2, αm/αd = 10,
A = 0.075, and ω = 1.25×10−4, the largest circular orbits ap-
pear along the boundary between the two species. (b) For the
same parameters but at nsk = 0.4, edge currents are flowing
along the domain walls separating the two species.
sistent with what is found in an overdamped system and
the edge transport would be absent. There are also other
possible systems that could exhibit edge currents, such
as the trochoidal motion of skyrmions in certain bilayer
systems [60] as well as the dynamics of anti-skyrmion
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FIG. 21. Skyrmion positions (dots), trajectories (lines), and
pinning site locations (open circles) for a system with a circu-
lar ac drive applied along the x direction. (a) At αm/αd = 10,
A = 0.075, ω = 3.75 × 10−5, nφ = 0.1, and nsk = nφ, the
orbits are localized. (b) In the same system at nφ = 0.2 and
nsk = nφ, edge currents are present.
lattices [77], meron lattices [78], or polar skyrmions [79].
In this work we considered only a single ac drive ap-
plied either parallel or perpendicular to the pin-free chan-
nel. It is possible, however, to apply more complex ac
drives such as Fac = A sin(ωt)xˆ+A cos(ωt)yˆ. A circular
ac drive of this type applied to an underdamped system
can create commentate-incommensurate transitions and
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localized or delocalized states in the presence of periodic
or random disorder [80, 81]. Addition of an asymme-
try in either the substrate or the circular orbit itself can
produce directed motion in the overdamped system [82–
85], so a rich array of phenomena is expected to appear
for skyrmions under multiple ac drives. For example,
ratcheting skyrmion motion was observed in work on bi-
harmonic drives [57]. In Fig. 21(a) we show the trajec-
tories for a skyrmion system with nφ = 0.1, nsk = nφ,
αm/αd = 10, A = 0.075, and ω = 3.75 × 10−5 under a
circular ac drive. In this case there is no edge current;
however, the skyrmions in the bulk of the pin-free channel
follow orbits that are much more circular than the orbits
of the skyrmions at the edges of the channel, in contrast
to what we find for a linear ac drive. In Fig. 21(b), the
same system at a matching density of n = 0.2 exhibits
edge currents, with particularly rapid transport occur-
ring along the lower edge of the pin-free channel.
Studies of gyroscopic metamaterials [11, 13, 14] showed
that perturbations migrate to the edge of the sample and
propagate around the edge in one direction. In our sys-
tem, for very weak damping or small αm, it would be
possible to perturb skyrmions in the bulk of the pin-
free channel and obtain motion that is localized on the
edges of the channel, producing a transient current which
eventually damps away. Since the skyrmion lattice has
many similarities to gyroscopic metamaterials, other ef-
fects observed in the latter system could be relevant for
skyrmions in confinement, such as the odd viscosity and
odd elasticity found in driven chiral matter [86–88].
It would also be possible to use an edge current to cre-
ate a device. For example, in a race track geometry filled
with a skyrmion lattice, an ac drive could cause a sig-
nal to propagate along the edge of the race track. One
advantage of this mode of operation is that the propagat-
ing skyrmions will exhibit a skyrmion Hall angle equal to
zero, eliminating the problem of having skyrmions escape
from the edges of the track as they move. Our results
suggest that the propagation speed of the signal will not
monotonically increase with increasing ac frequency, but
will instead drop to zero at high frequencies. In our work
we have considered only rigid skyrmions, but in contin-
uum systems, additional edge modes could arise such as
the prorogation of breathing modes or perturbations of
the internal modes of the skyrmions.
VIII. SUMMARY
In summary, we have shown that for a skyrmion lattice
in a confining pinned geometry, application of an ac drive
combined with the intrinsic Magnus force produces circu-
lar orbits of skyrmions near the edge of the pin-free chan-
nel. This can generate an edge current of skyrmions in
which the direction of transport is controlled by the sign
of the Magnus force and the orientation of the edge. Si-
multaneously, skyrmions in the bulk of the pin-free chan-
nel are localized and follow closed periodic orbits. The
magnitude of the edge current depends on the ratio of
the Magnus force to the damping term as well as on the
amplitude and frequency of the ac drive. We identify
three dynamic phases: a localized state in which no edge
transport occurs, a lattice state with edge transport, and
a disordered fluctuating state that appears for high ac
drive amplitude. In regimes where the edge transport is
strong, the transport can extend beyond the edges and
can involve one or two additional rows of skyrmions adja-
cent to the edgemost row. In the overdamped limit, the
skyrmion orbits become one-dimensional and the edge
transport is lost. The edge currents are the most pro-
nounced when the ac drive is parallel to the pin-free
channel since the Magnus force induces motion perpen-
dicular to the driving direction. A parallel drive pushes
the skyrmions against the edges of the confining potential
and induces the circular orbits that are necessary to gen-
erate the edge transport. In contrast, when the ac drive is
applied perpendicular to the pin-free channel, the motion
of the skyrmions is more one dimensional, the coupling
to the confining potential is reduced, and the edge trans-
port is diminished. We show that these results are robust
against disorder and that in some cases the addition of
disorder can induce edge transport. For lower skyrmion
densities, we observe a skyrmion pump effect produced by
an incommensuration between the number of skyrmions
in the row at the edge of the pin-free channel and the
number of skyrmions in the adjacent pin-free row. The
emergence of edge currents should be a generic feature of
driven or excited skyrmion lattices that are subjected to
confinement or that contain an interface, and as an ex-
ample we demonstrate that an ac drive can induce edge
transport along the domain boundary separating two dif-
ferent species of skyrmions.
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